How do you feel?
What we know about the events

DEADLY EVENTS

130+ killed
8 attackers dead
+300 people injured
80+ in critical condition
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130+ killed
8 attackers dead
+300 people injured
80+ in critical condition

State of emergency
3 days of mourning

PARIS

SAINT DENIS

DEADLY EVENTS

1. Avenue Jules Rimet
2. Angle of Rue Bichat and Rue Alibert
3. Rue de la Fontaine au Roi
4. Rue de Charonne
5. Boulevard Voltaire
6. Bataclan concert hall

50 boulevard Voltaire, capacity: 1,500

Concert by Eagles of Death Metal

5:00
18:00

Photos AFP Franck Fife

Sources: witnesses. Photo concert: Rock&Folk/Marion Ruszniewski

*Saturday 14:00 GMT (Hospital and police sources)
Live Media Coverage
Press Coverage

http://absolutenglish.org/IMG/parisattackscovers-13112015/index.html
#PrayForParis
#PorteOuverte

Change your profile picture to support France and the people of Paris.

#TerrorismHasNoReligion this is so important. There is no religion which suggests these atrocities are okay - they use religion as a mask.

4:11 AM - 14 Nov 2015

Paris Terror Attacks
Facebook Safety Check

Quickly find and connect with friends in the area. Mark them safe if you know they're OK.

Are you in the affected area?
Yes, let my friends know.
Beware of Rumors

"The group performing at #Bataclan: all killed. Everyone else present is being killed, one by one. This is hell." twitter.com/CannibaleCore/…

This Tweet is unavailable.

Eagles Of Death Metal
38 mins ·

We are still currently trying to determine the safety and whereabouts of all our band and crew. Our thoughts are with all of the people involved in this tragic situation.
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